the parasitic capacitances in the new cell, establishes a time constant sufficient to maintain the state of the sec ondary nodes during an alpha hit on the primary nodes, so that alpha immunity is ahcieved without added ca pacitance. A write boost circuit increases the current in the secondary transistors during a write operation. A memory array is formed of rows of such cells with all of the secondary emitters of each row coupled to a com mon emitter standby current source. The individual row emitter standby current sources are coupled to. gether through a balanced resistor network so that the excess secondary emitter current generated during a write operation in a selected row is distributed across the non-selected rows, thereby maintaining the total Secondary emitter current constant for the array. v º , N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N WadrSoWe º v º , < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < w w w . w w w w w w w w w w w w w w . w º º º º º º º º º ô The present invention relates to the field of integrated circuit memories and, in particular, to alpha radiation soft-error immune memories.
Alpha radiation can cause "soft' or random errors in integrated circuit memories An alpha "hit' generates an instantaneous current pulse in a memory cell that can cause the cell to change state. A model of current gener ated by an alpha hit is described in "Current Modeling of Alpha-particle Induced Soft Errors in Bipolar Mem ories" by Zhang and McCall (Proceedings of the 1987 Bipolar Circuits and Technology Meeting, pp 168). This problem exists across various integrated circuit technologies including bipolar and field effect transistor (FET) technologies.
An alpha-induced current of even very short duration can be sufficient to switch the state of a memory cell. To prevent loss of state due to an alpha event, the most common approaches have been to add a large storage node capacitance, to add a PNP load element, or to protect the memory with a die coat. In addition to re quiring more complexity in the fabrication process, such techniques to improve alpha immunity often re quire trading off the density and speed-power perfor mance of the memory cell.
In addition to alpha sensitivity, conventional bipolar memory circuits also suffer from write recovery delay, i.e. the recovery time necessary after a write operation before a read operation can be performed. That delay reduces the overall performance of a memory system.
No circuit methods have been disclosed to date that address both the alpha-sensitivity and write recovery delay. Accordingly, a need remains for a better inte grated memory cell.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
One object of the invention is to improve alpha im munity in a bipolar or FET memory cell. Another ob ject is to eliminate write-recovery delay in a bipolar memory cell. A further object is to achieve alpha immu nity without materially sacrificing density, speed and power of an integrated memory circuit.
The present invention is a circuit design and method of operation for providing alpha immunity in integrated circuit memory cells while requiring only a fraction (on the order of 10%) of the storage node capacitance of a conventional memory cell. The invention can be used in all semiconductor memories but, when applied to any standard NPN bipolar process, the invention both pro vides alpha immunity and eliminates the write recovery delay of the bipolar memory cell. The invention uses a pair of "slow, low-gain nodes' in the memory cell which are isolated from the storage nodes and prevents an alpha strike from changing the state of the memory. In addition, a current pulse tech nique is disclosed to rapidly change the state of the "slow" nodes during a write operation. Without this pulse technique, the "slow" nodes would degrade the write performance of the memory cell. Another feature of this novel technique, when applied to a bipolar mem ory, is that the devices do not saturate and therefore do not exhibit write recovery delay.
The conventional bipolar memory cell has a pair of transistors defining the state of the cell at their collec tors which are subject to alpha hits. These collectors are 2 referred to herein as the primary storage nodes. Similar techniques are used in MOS and other integrated circuit technologies which also include a pair of primary stor age nodes.
The new method includes the following steps: First, providing a pair of secondary storage nodes in the cell that have a time constant such that the states of the secondary storage nodes are not affected by an alpha hit on the primary storage nodes. Second, during a write operation, duplicating the new states of the primary storage nodes on the secondary storage nodes. Third, coupling the secondary storage nodes to the primary storage nodes such that the primary storage nodes re cover to the respective states of the secondary storage nodes following an alpha event. And, finally, during a write operation, speeding up the secondary storage nodes to avoid degrading the overall write performance of the cell.
These methods are equally applicable to bipolar and field effect transistor (FET) integrated circuit technolo gies. For example, in a bipolar memory cell, the cell includes a primary pair of common emitter connected bipolar transistors each having a collector terminal defining a primary storage node and a base terminal. The step of providing a secondary storage node in cludes: First, providing a pair of secondary common collector connected bipolar transistors each having a base terminal and an emitter terminal. Second, coupling the base terminals of the secondary transistors to the primary storage nodes; and finally, cross-coupling the emitter terminals of the secondary transistors to the base terminals of the primary transistors. In this way, the secondary transistors provide the cross-coupled feedback path necessary for a memory cell, while also isolating the primary storage transistors from each other to provide alpha immunity.
In an FET memory cell, the cell includes a primary pair of common source connected FET transistors each having a drain terminal defining a primary storage node and a gate terminal. The step of providing a secondary storage node includes: First, providing a pair of second ary common drain connected FET transistors each having a gate terminal and a source terminal Second, coupling the gate terminals of the secondary transistors to the primary storage nodes; and finally, cross-cou pling the source terminals of the secondary transistors to the gate terminals of the primary transistors.
A standby current is established in the secondary transistors such that the secondary transistor output terminals have a time constant sufficiently long to main tain their logic state during an alpha event. In one exam ple, the secondary standby current is about 1/10 th of the cell (i.e. the primary transistors) standby current.
Another aspect of the invention is a circuit design for an alpha immune memory cell. The alpha immune cell comprises a primary pair of transistors defining a pri mary pair of storage nodes; a secondary pair of transis tors defining a secondary pair of storage nodes, con nected to cross-couple the primary transistors; write circuitry coupled to the primary and secondary transis tors for setting both the primary storage nodes and the secondary storage nodes to a predetermined state; and circuitry for controlling the secondary transistors to maintain the state of the secondary storage nodes in the predetermined state during an alpha event on the pri mary transistors.
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The secondary storage nodes are coupled to the pri mary storage nodes so that the primary storage nodes recover to the state maintained by the secondary stor age nodes after the cell incurs an alpha event. A particu lar advantage of the new cell is that the parasitic capaci tances in the cell are sufficient to achieve alpha immu nity. No explicit capacitance need be added to the cell.
The circuitry for controlling the secondary storage nodes includes a first current source, coupled to the secondary storage transistors, for providing a standby current through the secondary storage transistors such that the secondary storage nodes have a standby time constant greater than the duration of the alpha event; and a second current source, coupled to the secondary transistors, for establishing a write current flow through the secondary transistors during a write operation such that the secondary storage nodes have a write time constant that is shorter than the standby time constant.
A write boost circuit is preferably coupled to the write enable signal for establishing a write current through the secondary transistors that is greater than the bias current thereby increasing the operating speed of the secondary storage during a write operation. In an operative example, the write current is an order of mag nitude greater than the standby current in the secondary transistors.
Another aspect of the invention is a memory array that includes a plurality of rows of memory cells, each of the cells including a pair of secondary transistors; a first current source coupled to the cells for biasing the secondary transistors to a predetermined Standby cur rent for standby operation; and a second current source coupled to the cells for biasing the secondary transistors in a selected one of the rows to a predetermined write current greater than the standby current for a write operation in the selected row.
Additionally, the array may include circuitry for distributing the write current in the selected row among the other rows so that the total current for biasing the secondary transistors in the array during a write opera tion is the same as the total current for biasing the sec ondary transistors in the array during standby opera tion.
In a preferred embodiment, the novel two-level bias ing of the secondary transistors is implemented in a single current source per row, as follows: The array includes m rows of memory cells, each row including in memory cells, where m and n are non-zero integers. Each memory cell includes a pair of secondary transis tors. Thus, m fixed current sources are provided, each current source coupled to the secondary transistors in a respective row of the array. Each current source thus provides a current of Ie X2n, where Ie is a standby bias current in each of the secondary transistors.
Each current source is coupled between a respective first node and circuit ground, M resistors of equal value are provided, each resistor coupled between a respec tive one of the first nodes and a common node. In this way, a voltage increase (generally arising from an asser tion of the write enable signal) applied at a first one of the first nodes causes a write current to flow through the corresponding resistor from the first node to the common node. This distributes the write current among the other rows of the array.
Where the array includes only a few rows of cells, a dummy fixed current source may be provided, coupled to the common node, for providing a portion of the write current in the selected row in order to avoid debiasing the other rows during a write operation.
The foregoing and other objects, features and advan tages of the invention will become more readily appar ent from the following detailed description of a pre ferred embodiment which proceeds with reference to the drawings. In the standby or steady state, the storage node voltages will be logic complements of each other. Q1 and Q2 are referred to herein as the primary transistors.
In order to compare the alpha sensitivity of the con ventional memory cell to that of the alpha immune cell, described below, the total capacitance on the collector and base nodes of the new alpha immune cell have been This required the addition of 73 ff of fixed capaci tance to each of the storage nodes (C1 and C2) in the conventional memory cell. In the actual conventional cell, this additional capacitance would require increas ing the cell area. Using this equivalent node capacitance technique, the conventional memory cell was simulated using the nodal capacitances shown in FIG. 2. The result of the simulation, shown in FIG. 3, demon strates that the conventional memory cell was unable to retain the stored state in the cell during the alpha hit. The effect of the alpha event appears to be as follows:
1) The "OFF' side collector node C2 takes a 1 mA alpha hit which pulls node C2 significantly lower than transistor Q2's base, putting Q2 into heavy saturation (saturated enough to turn on the base collector junction). 2) As the collector C2 falls, the base voltage of tran sistor Q1 falls, turning off transistor Q1. With Q1 off, the voltages of node C1 and base of Q2 rise, turning on the opposite side of the cell (Q2) and changing the state of the cell.
3) The nodes finally reach their stable state with the opposite data stored in the cell at the RC time constant of the respective nodes. In order to prevent the conventional memory cell from losing state due to an alpha hit, the total storage node capacitance must be increased from 182 ff to 962 ff. Under these conditions, the cell barely retains state and could result in an error if the cell were read within 50 nS of the alpha hit. In a practical design, and in order to obtain the same noise margin as the new memory cell, the node capacitance of the conventional memory cell would have to be increased to 2 pf (1 pf per storage node). This additional capacitance would have to be added to the memory cell at the expense of far greater area consumption when compared to the area of the additional devices required in the alpha immune mem ory cell, described next.
The Alpha Immune Memory Cell In FIG. 4 , "UWL is the conventional upper word line; "Wadrs. We' is the logical AND of the conven tional write address signal and the write enable signal; and "EFcom' is a special emitter follower common path, further described below. Any of the standard techniques to read and write the cell can be used in the new memory cell without impacting its ability to pro vide alpha immunity. An example of a practical application of the simpli fied cell of FIG. 4 coupled to the UWL line by pull-up resistors R1, R2 respectively. The emitters of the primary transistors Q1, Q2 are connected together at a node E. Node E is cou pled to "SLWL,' the standby lower word line, via resistor R3.
Transistors Q3 and Q4 are the "secondary' transis tors. The base terminals of the secondary transistors are connected to the primary storage nodes, and the emit ters of the secondary transistors are cross-coupled to the base terminals of the primary transistors. Transistors Q5 and Q6 are current sources for biasing the secondary transistors. The bases of transistors Q5 and Q6 are cou pled to the Wadrs"We line. The emitters of Q5 and Q6 are coupled to the EFcom line. It may be observed that the total emitter current in Q5, Q6, which is approxi mately equal to the total emitter current in Q3, Q4, is provided on a path EFcom.
The new memory cell uses transistors Q3, Q4, Q5 & Q6 to isolate and slow down the bases of conventional switching transistors Q1 and Q2. Transistors Q3 and Q4. are emitter followers which provide the cross-coupled feedback between the switching transistors Q1 and Q2. During standby operation, IEFstby is set to give the emitter followers Q3, Q4 a very long falling edge rate as compared to the primary transistors. This is to make nodes B1, B2 slow enough to maintain their state during an alpha hit. As explained below regarding simulation results, these secondary storage nodes B1, B2 guide the primary storage nodes C1, C2 back to the pre-alpha hit state during recovery.
The falling edge rate of the emitter followers is deter mined by setting IEFstby as follows. Consider an emit ter follower circuit that includes a current source and capacitive load on the emitter, as is the case for Q3 and Q4. The capacitive load is approximated by the capaci tances shown in FIG. 5 . Each of the Q3, Q4 emitters, for example the Q4 emitter (node B1), drives the capaci tances shown in the following table: The total capacitance is 58+33=91 ff per secondary transistor or 182 ff total for both secondary storage nodes.
When an alpha hit strikes the off-side primary storage node, for example node C2, a collector current is in duced in Q2 which pulls the C2 node voltage sharply downward. Node C2 is coupled to the base terminal of secondary transistor Q4. When the Q4 base voltage drops, the emitter voltage will ramp down roughly linearly as the emitter capacitance is discharged through IEFstby, according to the relationship IEFst by = CtotalXdv/dt. The Q4 emitter, node B1, ramps down relatively slowly, because IEFstby is small. Dur ing standby operation, the Q5, Q6 current sources are biased at a fraction of the standby current in devices Q1 and Q2. This results in a very long falling delay on the base nodes of the switching pair Q1 and Q2.
Resistor R3 is provided to reduce the gain of the primary transistors Q1, Q2. To illustrate, in an operative example of an alpha immune cell, shown in FIG. 4a and  modeled in FIG. 5 , the voltage gain of nodes B1 to C1, without resistor R3, is on the order of 20 at room tem perature. This figure is for resistor R1, R2 values of 30 kohms and standby current Istby of 20 lamps, for a voltage swing at C1 of 600 mV. With the addition of R3 = 10 kohms, the gain is reduced by approximately an order of magnitude to about 2.5. The effect is seen in the simulation plots of FIGS. 7, 8. The voltage fall at C2 induced by an alpha hit pulls node B1 down, but only by a few hundred millivolts. The resulting voltage rise at node C1, and hence at node B2 (a Vbe drop below node C1) is insufficient to turn transistor Q2 on, so the pri mary storage node recovers to the pre-alpha hit state, i.e. with transistor Q2 off. Resistor R3 is unnecessary in most FET circuits as the voltage gain is generally lower than in the bipolar circuit.
In addition to creating the slow storage nodes, de vices Q3, Q4, Q5, and Q6 also prevent transistors Q1
and Q2 from saturating. The use of non-saturating de vices prevents storing charge in the bases of transistors Q1 and Q2 and therefore eliminates the write recovery delay of conventional bipolar memory circuits. Using the techniques disclosed above, the memory cell can be read immediately following a write operation without concern for write recovery time within the cell. Simulation of the Alpha Immune Memory Cell To illustrate operation of the alpha immune cell of  FIG. 4 , simulation results for two types of alpha events impacting on the storage node of the immune cell are discussed next. Note that during the simulations the standby-lower-word-line (SLWL) is held at an AC ground by the other memory cells on the row of the memory array ( see FIG. 6 ).
Referring first to FIG. 7 , a shallow angle alpha hit generates an instantaneous current pulse in the collector of the switching transistor at the offside of the memory cell (assumed here to be node C2). The case of a shallow angle alpha hitting the silicon generates the largest cur rent due to the creation of electron-hole pairs in the depletion region of the transistor where all of the gener ated carriers induce current in the device. The simula tion plot shows the following: 1) The "OFF" side collector node C2 takes a 1 mA alpha hit which pulls node C2 to a voltage signifi cantly lower than transistor Q2's base, putting Q2 into heavy saturation (saturated enough to substan tially turn on the base-collector junction). As volt 2) Due to the base-emitter junction capacitances of transistor Q4, node B1 is coupled downward turn ing off transistor Q1. 3) At this point the alpha hit ends and releases node C2. The voltage at node C2 rises rapidly due to resistor R2 and the heavily turned on emitter fol lower Q3. 4) Once the alpha hit releases C2, the voltage at node C1 begins to rise, pulled up by R1 because Q1 has been turned off. 5) As node C1's voltage rises, node B2 follows since it is pulled up by the emitter follower transistor Q3. It does not, however, charge sufficiently high enough to turn on transistor Q2. 6) Node B1, appears to "hang' as it balances its small pull-down current in Q5 with the base-emitter ca pacitor of transistor Q4 coupling to pull it up. It does however pull up just enough to keep node C1 from rising any farther by turning transistor Q1 back on which eventually causes node C1 to fall. The ability of transistor Q1 to turn back on is aided tremendously by the presence of the drop across resistor R3 (200 mV in normal operation). This degeneration resistor reduces the gain of Q1 so that it does not completely turn off with a slight de crease in the base node B1.
7) As node C2 makes its way back to its original level (transistor Q2 stays off), node B1 follows turning transistor Q1 back on fully. As transistor Q1 pulls node C1 back down, base node B2 follows, but due to the small pull-down current in transistor Q6, it takes a little longer to achieve its nominal low level.
In summary, the alpha immune memory cell has re gained its stable state and the alpha hit has not intro duced a soft error failure.
Vertical Incidence Alpha Event Simulation of the New
Memory Cell Referring now to FIG. 8 , it may be observed that when an alpha particle strikes the silicon at normal incidence (straight down), the induced current has a much lower peak value but lasts for considerably longer. To ensure the alpha immunity of a memory cell, both shallow and vertical incidence alpha hits must not disturb the state of the cell. The simulation plot shows:
1) The 'OFF' side collector node C2 takes a 300 uA alpha hit which pulls the voltage of node C2 slightly lower than transistor Q2's base, putting transistor Q2 into soft saturation (not saturated enough to substantially turn on the base-collector junction). 2) Node B2 is coupled slightly lower through the base-collector capacitor of transistor Q2 and node B1 is also coupled downward by the base-emitter capacitor of Q4. This decrease in the base voltage of transistor Q1 shuts off transistor Q1 which then allows node C1 to rise.
3) As the voltage at node C1 rises, that of node B2 follows since it is pulled up by the emitter follower transistor Q3. It does not, however, charge suffi ciently high enough to turn on transistor Q2.
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5) As node C1 returns to its low level, base node B2 will attempt to follow, but due to its small pull down current it takes a little longer to achieve its nominal low level. As in the case of a shallow angle alpha, it can be concluded that the memory cell has regained its stable state and the alpha hit has not introduced a soft error failure.
Additional simulations indicate that this new memory cell is immune to alpha hits across voltage, over temper ature, and on any node in the cell. The actual capaci tance used on the nodes in these simulations is shown in During a write operation, the base voltages of the emitter followers (Wadrs. We) are raised on the row being written. The increase in the potential of the EFcom line on the selected row causes a voltage drop across the single R4 resistor in that row because of the AC ground on the resistor common line. This boosts the emitter follower current from IEFstby to a value (Iwrite) set by the value of R4 as follows:
where n is the number of cells in the row. The boost current is distributed over all of the remaining (unse lected) rows. When the number of rows (m) in the mem ory array is large, the emitter followers on the unse lected rows have a negligible reduction in current when a row is being written. When (m) is small, this circuit technique can be employed by incorporating dummy IEFstby current sources to prevent significant debias ing of emitter followers on unselected rows. Having illustrated and described the principles of our invention in a preferred embodiment thereof, it should be readily apparent to those skilled in the art that the invention can be modified in arrangement and detail without departing from such principles. We claim all 1. A method of providing alpha immunity in a mem ory cell having a pair of primary storage nodes, the method comprising the steps of: providing a pair of secondary storage nodes in the cell, the secondary storage nodes having a standby time constant such that the state of the secondary storage nodes is not affected by an alpha hit on the primary storage nodes; during a write operation, writing new data directly into both of the primary storage nodes and both of the secondary storage nodes; coupling the secondary storage nodes to the primary storage nodes such that the primary storage nodes recover to the states of the respective secondary storage nodes following an alpha event; and reducing the time constant of both secondary storage nodes during a write operation to maintain the overall write performance of the cell. 2. A method according to claim 1, the memory cell including a primary pair of bipolar transistors each having a collector terminal defining a respective one of the primary storage nodes and a base terminal, wherein the step of providing a pair of secondary storage nodes includes:
providing a secondary pair of bipolar transistors each having a base terminal and an emitter terminal; connecting the base terminals of the secondary tran sistors to the primary storage nodes: cross-coupling the emitter terminals of the secondary transistors to the base terminals of the primary transistors to form the secondary nodes; and coupling the secondary transistor emitters to a cur rent source for biasing the secondary transistors independently of the primary transistors. 3. A method according to claim 2 including the step of biasing both secondary transistors to a predetermined standby emitter current such that the secondary storage nodes have a time constant sufficiently long to maintain their logic state during an alpha event.
4. A method according to claim 3, further compris ing: -during a write operation, boosting the emitter current in both secondary transistors to a predetermined write current greater than the standby emitter cur ret.
5. A method according to claim 4, wherein the pri mary transistors have a predetermined voltage gain, including the step of reducing the voltage gain of the primary transistors relative to the predetermined volt age gain to enhance immunity to alpha events.
6. A method according to claim 3 wherein said bias ing, step includes:
providing a pair of bias current sources, each con nected to a respective one of the secondary transis tor emitter terminals to provide emitter current;
and coupling the bias current sources together to receive a write enable signal. 7. An alpha immune memory cell comprising: a primary pair of transistors defining a pair of primary 5,043,939 11 means for controlling the secondary transistors to maintain the state of the secondary storage nodes in a predetermined state during an alpha event on the primary transistors; and means for coupling the secondary storage nodes to 5 the primary storage nodes so that the primary stor age nodes recover to the state maintained by the secondary storage nodes after the cell incurs an alpha event. 8. An alpha immune memory cell according to claim 7, the primary storage nodes and the secondary storage nodes having parasitic capacitances, wherein: the means for controlling the secondary transistors to maintain the state of the secondary storage nodes includes a standby current source coupled to the secondary transistors for biasing each of the sec ondary transistors to a selected standby current such that the standby current in combination with the parasitic capacitances define a time constant of each secondary node sufficient to maintain the state 20 of the secondary nodes during an alpha hit on each corresponding primary node. 9. An alpha immune memory cell according to claim 7, including write boost means coupled to the second ary transistors and responsive to a write enable signal for increasing the operating speed of the secondary transistors during a write operation.
10. An alpha immune memory cell according to claim 8 wherein the controlling means includes: a first current source, coupled to the secondary tran sistors, for providing a standby current in the sec ondary transistors such that the secondary storage nodes have a standby time constant greater than an expected duration of the alpha event; and a second current source, coupled to the secondary transistors, for establishing a write current in the secondary transistors during a write operation such that the secondary storage nodes have a write time constant that is shorter than the standby time con Stant. 11. An alpha immune memory cell according to claim 10 wherein the write current is approximately an order 12. An alpha immune memory cell according to claim 7, the primary transistors having a selectable voltage 45 gain, including means for selecting the voltage gain of the primary transistors so as to reduce the effect of an alpha event on the cell.
13. A method of providing alpha immunity in a mem 50 primary storage nodes, write circuitry coupled to the primary storage nodes, and read circuitry, the primary transistors, write circuitry and read circuitry all having parasitic capacitances, the method comprising the steps 55 providing a pair of secondary transistors having para sitic capacitances, cross-coupled between the pri mary storage nodes and the read circuitry so as to define a pair of secondary storage nodes; summing the primary transistor parasitic capaci tances, the secondary transistor parasitic capaci tances, the read circuitry parasitic capacitances and the write circuitry parasitic capacitances to deter mine a total secondary parasitic capacitance; and biasing the pair of secondary transistors to a standby current such that the standby current in combina tion with the total secondary parasitic capacitance establish a time constant for the secondary storage 60 65 12 nodes such that the state of the secondary storage nodes is not affected by an alpha hit on the primary storage nodes, whereby no explicit capacitance need be added to the cell to provide alpha immu nity.
14. A dynamic write boost circuit for a memory cell having a primary pair of transistors and a secondary pair of transistors, the boost circuit comprising: bias means for biasing the secondary transistors to a selected one of a bias current for standby operation and a write current for a write operation; the bias means being responsive to a write enable signal input such that the secondary transistors are biased to the write current when the write enable signal is asserted and are biased to the bias current when the write enable signal is not asserted. 15. A memory array comprising: a plurality of rows of memory cells, each of the cells including a pair of primary transistors and a pair of secondary transistors cross-coupled to the primary transistors; first bias means coupled to the cells for biasing the secondary transistors to a predetermined standby current for standby operation; and second bias means coupled to the cells for biasing the secondary transistors in a selected one of the rows to a predetermined write current greater than the secondary transistor standby current for a write operation in the selected row. 16. A memory array according to claim 15 including means for distributing the excess of the write current over the standby current in the selected row among the non-selected rows so that the total current for biasing the secondary transistors in the array during a write operation is the same as the total current for biasing the secondary transistors in the array during standby opera each memory cell including a pair of primary transis tors and a pair of secondary transistors cross-cou pled to the primary transistors; m fixed current sources, each current source coupled to the secondary transistors in a respective row of the array at a respective first node and arranged to provide a current of IeX2n, where Ie is a standby bias current in each of the secondary transistors; m resistors of equal value, each resistor coupled be tween a respective one of the first nodes and a common node, whereby a voltage increase applied at a first one of the first nodes causes a write cur rent to flow across the corresponding resistor from the first node to the common node, thereby distrib uting the write current among the other rows of the array. 18. A memory array according to claim 17 including a dummy fixed current source coupled to the common node for providing a portion of the write current in the selected row to avoid debiasing the other rows during a write operation.
19. A method according to claim 2 including operat ing the primary bipolar transistors and the secondary bipolar transistors without Saturation to prevent storing charge in the base regions of the primary transistors thereby eliminating write recovery delay of the mem ory cell.
